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MDX Technology and Exegy Partner in Response to Customer Demand
for High Performance Market Data into Excel

ST LOUIS, LONDON – 25 February 2013 – MDX Technology Ltd., a provider of real-time market data
connectivity solutions, and Exegy Inc., a provider of ultra-high performance hardware-accelerated market data
appliances, have today announced a strategic partnership in response to customer demand to deliver Exegy’s
market data via MDX Technology’s MDXT Connect into Microsoft Excel.
MDXT Connect is a high-performance Excel plug-in allowing the user to source real-time normalized market
data, including both top-of-book and depth-of-book views of the market, from a range of platforms.
“We are excited about leveraging Exegy’s Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) advantages to provide an even more
compelling value proposition for our customers. We have been encouraged by Banks and Hedge Funds using
Exegy data in their algorithmic and systematic trading strategies who also want to take advantage of this
valuable data at the desktop, including in Microsoft Excel, typically their modeling and rapid application
development tool of choice” said Paul Watmough, CEO at MDX Technology.
Exegy is a premier provider of high-performance, hardware-accelerated market data appliances backed by a
fully managed service. Exegy has aggressively expanded the scope of its market data systems to address the
full breadth of needs within the market data enterprise, emphasizing the TCO advantages its technology and
service provides relative to incumbent providers.
“MDX Technology is a welcomed addition to our rapidly expanding eco-system of integration partners,” says
Scott Parsons, CTO at Exegy.

“By enabling rapid development of new data visualization and analysis

applications, MDXT Connect allows users to quickly leverage the full breadth of features provided by Exegy
market data systems and expands the reach of those systems throughout the enterprise.”

###

About Exegy, Inc.
Exegy provides ultra-high performance hardware-accelerated computing solutions that efficiently process and enrich the
handling of market data for the world’s leading financial organizations. Exegy’s unique products respond to financial
organizations’ growing demands for capacity, low latency, reduced cost of ownership and flexibility. Exegy’s products are
compatible with leading operating systems and interconnects. For more information, please visit www.exegy.com.

A single Exegy Ticker Plant provides all the updates for www.MarketDataPeaks.com, the first public website that provides a
minute-by-minute account of the aggregated volume of market data messages across major North American exchanges. The site
is sponsored by Exegy, Essex Radez and the Financial Information Forum.

About MDX Technology Ltd
MDX Technology Ltd focuses on real-time market data connectivity solutions for Traders, Developers and Market Data
Professionals in the Capital Markets, Energy & Commodities Sectors. MDXT’s clients include investment banks, brokers, prop
traders, hedge funds, investment managers, spread betters and other software development companies across the globe. MDXT
is headquartered in London with global representation. MDXT Connect provides a single view of multi-source data; available as a
plug in for Microsoft Excel and an API with interfaces to leading market data feeds, market data platforms, middleware platforms
and electronic trading platforms. For more information please visit www.MDXTechnology.com.
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